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Recognizing the habit ways to get this books interlinear
bible hebrew greek english english hebrew is additionally
useful. You have remained in right site to start getting this
info. acquire the interlinear bible hebrew greek english english
hebrew link that we present here and check out the link.
You could buy guide interlinear bible hebrew greek english
english hebrew or acquire it as soon as feasible. You could
quickly download this interlinear bible hebrew greek english
english hebrew after getting deal. So, following you require
the books swiftly, you can straight get it. It's so entirely simple
and as a result fats, isn't it? You have to favor to in this
freshen
The Interlinear Bible, Hebrew-Greek-English The Interlinear
Bible, Hebrew/Greek/English (hardback) Review Interlinear
Bible Hebrew, Greek and English The Interlinear Bible
Hebrew Greek English REVIEW The Hebrew-Greek And
English Interlinear Bible By Jay P. Green Beginning Greek: 3
reasons NOT to buy an interlinear Bible The Interlinear Bible
Hebrew Greek English Unboxing and Review - with
STRONG's CONCORDANCE Numbers Interlinear Greek and
Hebrew Bible set of 4 Lecture #28: Basics of Interlinear Bibles
Hendrickson Complete Hebrew-Greek Bible How to Conduct
a Word Study (Using an Interlinear Bible) Crossway HebrewEnglish (BHS-ESV) interlinear Review Dr. James White:
Which Bible translation is the most reliable? Episode 1326
What is the Best English Bible Translation?What's The Best
Bible Translation? How Yeshua became Jesus (Greek Jesus
vs Hebrew Yeshua) Jesus in Genesis: 1. The First Word of
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the Bible King James Version What We Use Here At
Straitway
Review The Complete Jewish Study Bible By Hendrickson
PublishingHow to Look up Greek and Hebrew Words in The
Bible! (Hell Explained Pt.1) Review | The Hebrew Greek Key
Word Study Bible KJV By AMG Publishers
THE DANGERS OF USING STRONGS CONCORDANCE!
Interlinear Greek English Bible Hebrew Greek Interlinear
Bible Software Free INTERLEAVED Newberry Reference
Bible Review (HEBREW \u0026 GREEK ENGLISH BIBLE)
The Interlinear Bible Hebrew Greek English The New
Greek/English Interlinear New Testament The Interlinear
Bible: by Green publishing a Book Review Greek and Hebrew
Bibles, Interlinears, and Language Helps Genesis 1 EnglishHebrew audio interlinear with Hebrew text Interlinear Bible
Hebrew Greek English
Interlinear Text Sources: Hebrew Text: Westminster
Leningrad Codex text courtesy of www.tanach.us. Hebrew
Transliteration Via ALittleHebrew.com Strong's Tagging via
Open Scriptures, David Troidl and Christopher Kimball
Morphology in partnership with Helps Bible. Greek Text:
Interlinear Bible: Greek, Hebrew, Transliterated, English ...
The Hebrew interlinear is probably of more interest than the
Greek because of its commodity value, and as such is
excellent for earnest Bible students. It's the Masoretic text
and includes Strong's numbering. There is an excellent
parallel English translation along with the interlinear in the
Hebrew and Greek Scriptures.
Interlinear Bible: Hebrew, Greek, English: Amazon.co.uk ...
The Interlinear Bible: Hebrew-Greek-English: Interlinear Bible
v. 1. (Greek) Hardcover – 4 Oct. 2005. by Green (Author) 4.3
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out of 5 stars 923 ratings. See all formats and editions. Hide
other formats and editions. Amazon Price. New from. Used
from.
The Interlinear Bible: Hebrew-Greek-English: Interlinear ...
The Interlinear Bible is keyed to the Greek and Hebrew text
using Strong’s Concordance. Read the original and literal
Greek or Hebrew text with Strong’s words using the King
James Version or New American Standard. The interlinear
allows for each parallel reading and lexicon study. Interlinear
Bible Word/Phrase Search
Interlinear Bible - Greek and Hebrew with Concordance
This Bible displays all the Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek words
of the Bible in the Masoretic Hebrew Text and the Received
Greek Text, with literal, accurate English meanings placed
directly under each original word in interlinear form, with
Strong's Concordance numbers over each original word,
enabling the Bible student (whether knowing the original
languages or not) to refer to all lexicons and concordances
that have also been coded with Strong's numbers. 2,936
pages, bound in a bonded ...
Read Download The Interlinear Bible PDF – PDF Download
To search this interlinear and more amazing features,
download the ISA Bible software (Windows only) for free. To
view this online interlinear you need Acrobat Reader Modern
Greek font is an optional setting in ISA.
Online Greek Interlinear Bible - Scripture4All
Above each Greek word there is a transliteration which helps
people to pronounce the word, and linked to each
transliterated word there is a page which gives a list of other
places where the same word is used in the bible, together
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with translations from NAS, KJV, and the Interlinear Bible.
Above each transliterated word there is a Strong's Number for
the Greek word, and this is linked to a page which gives
definitions of the word from Strong's Concordance, Helps
Word Studies, the NAS ...
GREEK-ENGLISH INTERLINEAR BIBLE - LOGOS
APOSTOLIC
To search this interlinear and more amazing features,
download the ISA Bible software (Windows only) for free. To
view this Online Interlinear you need Acrobat Reader For
easier sublinear reading the format has been changed left-toright.
Online Hebrew Interlinear Bible - Scripture4All
The Hebrew Scriptures are in downward order each verse of
its text of the paleo-Hebrew Phoenican, modern Hebrew, its
Hebrew colored transliteration, interlining with the transalted
colored words in English. Also with the New Testament in
Hebrew/Greek is with the colored translated words in English.
The whole Scriptures interlining with the Hebrew, Greek ...
Interlinear Bible: Hebrew-Greek-English : With Strong's
Concordance Numbers Above Each Word (English, Greek
and Hebrew Edition) Jay P. Green Sr. 4.2 out of 5 stars 38.
Hardcover. 13 offers from $55.99. Interlinear Hebrew Greek
English Bible-PR-FL/OE/KJV Large Print Volume 4. Jay
Patrick Sr. Green.
The Interlinear Bible: Hebrew-Greek-English (English ...
Interlinear Bible
Interlinear Bible
Title: The Interlinear Hebrew/Greek-English Bible, 4 Volumes
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By: Jay P. Green Format: Hardcover Number of Pages: 2188
Vendor: Hendrickson Publishers: Dimensions: 9.25 X 6.0 X
1.5 (inches) Weight: 10 pounds 4 ounces ISBN: 1565639804
ISBN-13: 9781565639805 Stock No: WW639804
The Interlinear Hebrew/Greek-English Bible, 4 Volumes ...
Interlinear Text Sources: Hebrew Text: Westminster
Leningrad Codex. Hebrew Transliteration Via
ALittleHebrew.com Strong's Tagging via Open Scriptures,
David Troidl and Christopher Kimball. Greek Text: Base Text:
Nestle 1904 ?NE? Eberhard Nestle, ? ????? ???????. Text
with Critical Apparatus. (British and Foreign Bible Society ...
Interlinear Bible: Greek, Hebrew, Transliterated, English ...
Bible Versions Read and Search the Bible in Greek, Hebrew,
English, Latin, and other parallel versions. Study online
Hebrew and Greek interlinear translations and Bibles with
Strong's Greek and Hebrew Lexicon numbers attached.
Easily lookup 340,000 hyperlinked cross references in the
Treasury of Scripture Knowledge.
Study Bible - Online Greek Hebrew KJV Parallel Interlinear ...
This Hebrew/Greek Interlinear Bible will help you read and
understand the Bible in its original languages (i.e. Hebrew
and Koine Greek). Each interlinear word shows its
morphological parsing,...
Hebrew/Greek Interlinear Bible - Apps on Google Play
Interlinear Bible. The Genealogy of Jesus (Ruth 4:18-22;
Luke 3:23-38) 1 976 1 Biblos 1 ...
Matthew 1 Interlinear Bible
The Hendrickson Publishers, Inc. english interlinear bible
hebrews is the only bible that goes through all the
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wordsshowing the old testament hebrew, new testament
greek, and the english translation side-by-side. The majority
of believers (including pastors) are unable to read biblical
hebrew and greek.

Entire four-volume set in one-volume! The only complete
interlinear Bible available in English--and it's keyed to
"Strong's Exhaustive Concordance"! Thousands of pastors,
students, and laypeople have found "The Interlinear Bible" to
be a time-saving tool for researching the subtle nuances and
layers of meaning within the original biblical languages.
Featuring the complete Hebrew and Greek texts with a direct
English rendering below each word, it also includes "The
Literal Translation of the Bible" in the outside column. But
what truly sets this resource apart are the Strong's numbers
printed directly above the Hebrew and Greek words. Strong's
numbers enable even those with no prior knowledge of Greek
or Hebrew to easily access a wealth of language reference
works keyed to Strong's--Greek/Hebrew dictionaries,
analytical lexicons, concordances, word studies, and more.
The Hebrew is based on the Masoretic Text and the Greek is
from the Textus Receptus. The sources of the texts are
documented in the preface, and are essentially the same
(with some minor variations) to the Hebrew and Greek texts
used by the KJV translators. Only a small minority of Bible
students ever achieve the ability to read the original biblical
languages. This resource offers a non-threatening tool for
those lacking language training to begin exploring the
languages of Scripture. - Conveniently includes the entire
Hebrew and Greek text of the Bible in one place - Offering a
concise, literal translation of each Greek and Hebrew word,
it's a great jumping off point for in-depth Bible study and text
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analysis. FAQ - How large is the type? --5-point
The only complete interlinear Bible available in English--and
it's keyed to "Strong's Exhaustive Concordance" Thousands
of pastors, students, and laypeople have found "The
Interlinear Bible" to be a time-saving tool for researching the
subtle nuances and layers of meaning within the original
biblical languages. Featuring the complete Hebrew and Greek
texts with a direct English rendering below each word, it also
includes "The Literal Translation of the Bible" in the outside
column. But what truly sets this resource apart are the
Strong's numbers printed directly above the Hebrew and
Greek words. Strong's numbers enable even those with no
prior knowledge of Greek or Hebrew to easily access a wealth
of language reference works keyed to
Strong's--Greek/Hebrew dictionaries, analytical lexicons,
concordances, word studies, and more. The Hebrew is based
on the Masoretic Text and the Greek is from the Textus
Receptus. The sources of the texts are documented in the
preface, and are essentially the same (with some minor
variations) to the Hebrew and Greek texts used by the KJV
translators. Only a small minority of Bible students ever
achieve the ability to read the original biblical languages. This
resource offers a non-threatening tool for those lacking
language training to begin exploring the languages of
Scripture. - Conveniently includes the entire Hebrew and
Greek text of the Bible in one place - Offering a concise,
literal translation of each Greek and Hebrew word, it's a great
jumping off point for in-depth Bible study and text analysis.
FAQ - How large is the type? --7-point
This complete interlinear Bible, available in English, is keyed
to "Strong's Exhaustive Concordance." Featuring the
complete Hebrew and Greek texts with a direct English
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rendering below each word, it also includes the literal
translation of the Bible in the outside column.
The only complete interlinear Bible available in English-and
it's keyed to Strong's Exhaustive Concordance! Thousands of
pastors, students, and laypeople have found The Interlinear
Bible to be a time-saving tool for researching the subtle
nuances and layers of meaning within the original biblical
languages. Featuring the complete Hebrew and Greek texts
with a direct English rendering below each word, it also
includes The Literal Translation of the Bible in the outside
column. But what truly sets this resource apart are the
Strong's numbers printed directly above the Hebrew and
Greek words. Strong's numbers enable even those with no
prior knowledge of Greek or Hebrew to easily access a wealth
of language reference works keyed to Strong's-Greek/Hebrew
dictionaries, analytical lexicons, concordances, word studies,
and more. The Hebrew is based on the Masoretic Text and
the Greek is from the Textus Receptus. The sources of the
texts are documented in the preface, and are essentially the
same (with some minor variations) to the Hebrew and Greek
texts used by the KJV translators. Only a small minority of
Bible students ever achieve the ability to read the original
biblical languages. This resource offers a non-threatening tool
for those lacking language training to begin exploring the
languages of Scripture. Conveniently includes the entire
Hebrew and Greek text of the Bible in one place Offering a
concise, literal translation of each Greek and Hebrew word,
it's a great jumping off point for in-depth Bible study and text
analysis. This Bible displays all the Hebrew, Aramaic, and
Greek words of the Bible in the Masoretic Hebrew Text and
the Received Greek Text, with literal, accurate English
meanings placed directly under each original word in
interlinear form, with Strong's Concordance numbers over
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each original word, enabling the Bible student (whether
knowing the original languages or not) to refer to all lexicons
and concordances that have also been coded with Strong's
numbers. 2,936 pages, bound in a bonded leather over
boards hardback edition. This new edition has been much
improved by a new typesetting of the New Testament
(Volume IV), with larger print, the left marginal column
containing a newly revised Literal Translation of the Bible
(2000), and a right marginal column containing the
Authorized/King James Version (1769). The three volume Old
Testament is an exact reprint of the 1985 Hendrickson
Publishers Edition. The Old Testament does not yet have the
1769 King James Version. The only complete Interlinear Bible
is now fully keyed to Strong's Concordance numbers. The
Strong's numbering above each Hebrew and Greek word along with the Interlinear text and marginal literal English
Translation and the 1769 Authorized King James Version opens a treasure house of Bible study possibilities for those
who wish to understand the Scripture better. It's use will allow
the novice student to read the original text without losing
valuable time to look up the meaning of the Hebrew & Greek
words in the Hebrew & Greek lexicons. There is no substitute
for a first hand knowledge of the original text. However since
only a small minority of Bible students retain an easy reading
comprehension of the original text, the Interlinear Bible is a
welcome aid to Bible students, laymen, and pastors who wish
to continue working with the original languages.
The Interlinear Hebrerw Greek English Bible - Larger Print
The only complete interlinear Bible available in English-and
it's keyed to Strong's Exhaustive Concordance! Thousands of
pastors, students, and laypeople have found The Interlinear
Bible to be a time-saving tool for researching the subtle
nuances and layers of meaning within the original biblical
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languages. Featuring the complete Hebrew and Greek texts
with a direct English rendering below each word, it also
includes The Literal Translation of the Bible in the outside
column. But what truly sets this resource apart are the
Strong's numbers printed directly above the Hebrew and
Greek words. Strong's numbers enable even those with no
prior knowledge of Greek or Hebrew to easily access a wealth
of language reference works keyed to Strong's-Greek/Hebrew
dictionaries, analytical lexicons, concordances, word studies,
and more. Only a small minority of Bible students ever
achieve the ability to read the original biblical languages. This
resource offers a non-threatening tool for those lacking
language training to begin exploring the languages of
Scripture. Offering a concise, literal translation of each Greek
and Hebrew word, it's a great jumping off point for in-depth
Bible study and text analysis. This Bible displays all the
Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek words of the Bible in the
Masoretic Hebrew Text and the Received Greek Text, with
literal, accurate English meanings placed directly under each
original word in interlinear form, with Strong's Concordance
numbers over each original word, enabling the Bible student
(whether knowing the original languages or not) to refer to all
lexicons and concordances that have also been coded with
Strong's numbers. 2,936 pages, bound in a bonded leather
over boards hardback edition. This new edition has been
much improved by a new typesetting of the New Testament
(Volume IV), with larger print, the left marginal column
containing a newly revised Literal Translation of the Bible
(2000), and a right marginal column containing the
Authorized/King James Version (1769). Jay P. Green, Sr.
(1918-) is Translator and Editor of The Interlinear HebrewGreek-English Bible and the translator of the Modern King
James Version of the Holy Bible, The Teenage Version of the
Holy Bible, and the Literal translation of the Holy Bible. He
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has written numerous books on textual criticism.

The only complete interlinear Bible available in English-and
it's keyed to Strong's Exhaustive Concordance! Thousands of
pastors, students, and laypeople have found The Interlinear
Bible to be a time-saving tool for researching the subtle
nuances and layers of meaning within the original biblical
languages. Featuring the complete Hebrew and Greek texts
with a direct English rendering below each word, it also
includes The Literal Translation of the Bible in the outside
column. But what truly sets this resource apart are the
Strong's numbers printed directly above the Hebrew and
Greek words. Strong's numbers enable even those with no
prior knowledge of Greek or Hebrew to easily access a wealth
of language reference works keyed to Strong's-Greek/Hebrew
dictionaries, analytical lexicons, concordances, word studies,
and more. The Hebrew is based on the Masoretic Text and
the Greek is from the Textus Receptus. The sources of the
texts are documented in the preface, and are essentially the
same (with some minor variations) to the Hebrew and Greek
texts used by the KJV translators. Only a small minority of
Bible students ever achieve the ability to read the original
biblical languages. This resource offers a non-threatening tool
for those lacking language training to begin exploring the
languages of Scripture. [ Conveniently includes the entire
Hebrew and Greek text of the Bible in one place [ Offering a
concise, literal translation of each Greek and Hebrew word,
it's a great jumping off point for in-depth Bible study and text
analysis. This Bible displays all the Hebrew, Aramaic, and
Greek words of the Bible in the Masoretic Hebrew Text and
the Received Greek Text, with literal, accurate English
meanings placed directly under each original word in
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interlinear form, with Strong's Concordance numbers over
each original word, enabling the Bible student (whether
knowing the original languages or not) to refer to all lexicons
and concordances that have also been coded with Strong's
numbers. 2,936 pages, bound in a bonded leather over
boards hardback edition. This new edition has been much
improved by a new typesetting of the New Testament
(Volume IV), with larger print, the left marginal column
containing a newly revised Literal Translation of the Bible
(2000), and a right marginal column containing the
Authorized/King James Version (1769). The three volume Old
Testament is an exact reprint of the 1985 Hendrickson
Publishers Edition. The Old Testament does not yet have the
1769 King James Version. The only complete Interlinear Bible
is now fully keyed to Strong's Concordance numbers. The
Strong's numbering above each Hebrew and Greek word along with the Interlinear text and marginal literal English
Translation and the 1769 Authorized King James Version opens a treasure house of Bible study possibilities for those
who wish to understand the Scripture better. It's use will allow
the novice student to read the original text without losing
valuable time to look up the meaning of the Hebrew & Greek
words in the Hebrew & Greek lexicons. There is no substitute
for a first hand knowledge of the original text. However since
only a small minority of Bible students retain an easy reading
comprehension of the original text, the Interlinear Bible is a
welcome aid to Bible students, laymen, and pastors who wish
to continue working with the original languages. Jay P.
Green, Sr. (1918-2008) is Translator and Editor of The
Interlinear Hebrew-Greek-English Bible and the translator of
the Modern King James Version of the Holy Bible, The
Teenage Version of the Holy Bible, and the Literal translation
of the Holy Bible. He has written numerous books on textual
criticism. Maurice A. Robinson (PhD) is Associate Professor
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of Greek at Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary in
Wake Forest, South Carolina.
The New Testament volume of "The Interlinear Bible HebrewGreek-English" The "Interlinear Greek-English New
Testament " is keyed to"Strong's Exhaustive Concordance."
Thousands of pastors, students, and laypeople have found it
to be a time-saving tool for researching the subtle nuances
and layers of meaning within the original Greek. Featuring the
Greek texts with a direct English rendering below each word,
it also includes "The Literal Translation of the Bible" in the
outside column. But what truly sets this resource apart are the
Strong's numbers printed directly above the Greek words.
Strong's numbers enable even those with no prior knowledge
of Greek to easily access a wealth of language reference
works keyed to Strong's--Greek dictionaries, analytical
lexicons, concordances, word studies, and more. Only a small
minority of Bible students ever achieve the ability to read the
original biblical Greek. This resource offers a non-threatening
tool for those lacking language training to begin exploring the
language of the New Testament. - Conveniently includes the
entire Greek text of the New Testament in one place Offering a concise, literal translation of each Greek word, it's
a great jumping off point for in-depth New Testament study
and text analysis. FAQ - How large is the type? --7-point
The Interlinear Hebrerw Greek English Bible - Larger Print is
the only complete Interlinear Bible available in English-and it's
keyed to Strong's Exhaustive Concordance! Thousands of
pastors, students, and laypeople have found The Interlinear
Bible to be a time-saving tool for researching the subtle
nuances and layers of meaning within the original biblical
languages. Featuring the complete Hebrew and Greek texts
with a direct English rendering below each word, it also
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includes The Literal Translation of the Bible in the outside
column. But what truly sets this resource apart are the
Strong's numbers printed directly above the Hebrew and
Greek words. Strong's numbers enable even those with no
prior knowledge of Greek or Hebrew to easily access a wealth
of language reference works keyed to Strong's-Greek/Hebrew
dictionaries, analytical lexicons, concordances, word studies,
and more. Only a small minority of Bible students ever
achieve the ability to read the original biblical languages. This
resource offers a non-threatening tool for those lacking
language training to begin exploring the languages of
Scripture. Offering a concise, literal translation of each Greek
and Hebrew word, it's a great jumping off point for in-depth
Bible study and text analysis. This Bible displays all the
Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek words of the Bible in the
Masoretic Hebrew Text and the Received Greek Text, with
literal, accurate English meanings placed directly under each
original word in interlinear form, with Strong's Concordance
numbers over each original word, enabling the Bible student
(whether knowing the original languages or not) to refer to all
lexicons and concordances that have also been coded with
Strong's numbers. 2,936 pages, bound in a bonded leather
over boards hardback edition. This new edition has been
much improved by a new typesetting of the New Testament
(Volume IV), with larger print, the left marginal column
containing a newly revised Literal Translation of the Bible
(2000), and a right marginal column containing the
Authorized/King James Version (1769). Jay P. Green, Sr.
(1918-) is Translator and Editor of The Interlinear HebrewGreek-English Bible and the translator of the Modern King
James Version of the Holy Bible, The Teenage Version of the
Holy Bible, and the Literal translation of the Holy Bible. He
has written numerous books on textual criticism.
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Larger Print Edition! The number one complaint about the
Interlinear Hebrew Greek English Bibles by Jay P. Green, Sr.
has been the size of the print. This new printing is in a larger
print size, much more readable for long hours of study without
the eye strain. This has all of the content of the 4 Volume
Interlinear Bible Set that has been published since 1985 plus
the 2000 New Testament which adds an additional side
column with the KJV.. The only complete interlinear Bible
available in English-and it's keyed to Strong's Exhaustive
Concordance! Thousands of pastors, students, and laypeople
have found The Interlinear Bible to be a time-saving tool for
researching the subtle nuances and layers of meaning within
the original biblical languages. Featuring the complete
Hebrew and Greek texts with a direct English rendering below
each word, it also includes The Literal Translation of the Bible
in the outside column. But what truly sets this resource apart
are the Strong's numbers printed directly above the Hebrew
and Greek words. Strong's numbers enable even those with
no prior knowledge of Greek or Hebrew to easily access a
wealth of language reference works keyed to Strong'sGreek/Hebrew dictionaries, analytical lexicons,
concordances, word studies, and more. The Hebrew is based
on the Masoretic Text and the Greek is from the Textus
Receptus. The sources of the texts are documented in the
preface, and are essentially the same (with some minor
variations) to the Hebrew and Greek texts used by the KJV
translators. This Bible displays all the Hebrew, Aramaic, and
Greek words of the Bible in the Masoretic Hebrew Text and
the Received Greek Text, with literal, accurate English
meanings placed directly under each original word in
interlinear form, with Strong's Concordance numbers over
each original word, enabling the Bible student (whether
knowing the original languages or not) to refer to all lexicons
and concordances that have also been coded with Strong's
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numbers. 2,936 pages, bound in a bonded leather over
boards hardback edition. This new edition has been much
improved by a new typesetting of the New Testament
(Volume IV), with larger print, the left marginal column
containing a newly revised Literal Translation of the Bible
(2000), and a right marginal column containing the
Authorized/King James Version (1769). The three volume Old
Testament is an exact reprint of the 1985 Hendrickson
Publishers Edition but in larger print. The Old Testament does
not yet have the 1769 King James Version. The only
complete Interlinear Bible is now fully keyed to Strong's
Concordance numbers. The Strong's numbering above each
Hebrew and Greek word - along with the Interlinear text and
marginal literal English Translation and the 1769 Authorized
King James Version - opens a treasure house of Bible study
possibilities for those who wish to understand the Scripture
better. It's use will allow the novice student to read the
original text without losing valuable time to look up the
meaning of the Hebrew & Greek words in the Hebrew &
Greek lexicons. There is no substitute for a first hand
knowledge of the original text. However since only a small
minority of Bible students retain an easy reading
comprehension of the original text, the Interlinear Bible is a
welcome aid to Bible students, laymen, and pastors who wish
to continue working with the original languages. Jay P.
Green, Sr. (1918-) is Translator and Editor of The Interlinear
Hebrew-Greek-English Bible and the translator of the Modern
King James Version of the Holy Bible, The Teenage Version
of the Holy Bible, and the Literal translation of the Holy Bible.
He has written numerous books on textual criticism.
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